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 Would you consider indexing the price of long-term coffee 

supply with the traded price of frozen orange juice?

 If you did, would that be price formation?
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End users are set 
indifferent to 
alternative fuels
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NBP



How it all started – ‘Groningen’ indifference principle 

and net-back mechanism

Achievable Value (as per End User Indifference Principle)

netted back from “burner tip” to import delivery point

Value Chain was integral from burner tip to import point

Retail Import

Indifference Principle

P
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t

Competing Substitute 

Fuels

> Gasoil, Fuel Oil, Coal Net-Back from Wholesale

Wholesale

Net-Back from Retail

Previous Structural Synchronology: Integral Value Chain
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Price Revision:

Typical clause in LTCs



Price Revision:

Escalation supplement moves the contract price (CP)

Is this a price revision?

(Additive) formula with an “invented” gas base price Po of 2 €cts/kWh.

100% “weight” for HFO, pass through factor 1.

“Start price” for HFO (i.e. HFO0) 142.22 €/to. 

CP = Po + 1.0 * 0.0076 * (HFO – HFO0)

CP = 2 €cts/kWh  + 1.0 * 0.0076 *(HFO – 142.22)

If, in a relevant new reference period, HFO were 180, then:

CP = 2 + 1.0 * 0.0076 * (180 – 142.22) 

CP = 2 + 1.0 * 0.0076 * (37.78)

CP = 2 + 0.2871 = 2.2871 €cts/kWh

*)The “factor” 1.0 is of course mathematically not necessary, I put it in as a “reminder” that we chose a weight 

of 100% and no pass through factor. 



Price Revision:

Changes in price formation – environmental regulations cause

Increased use of GO: => weight of escalators changes

Is this a price revision?

Before ‚significant change‘ After ‚significant change‘



Price Revision:

Changes of price formation – hubs assume price setting role

Monthly trade volumes from ~300 TWh 2010 to ~600 TWh 2014

Reliance of market participants on hub’s price setting role



Price Revision:

Changes of price formation – hubs take over price setting role

Oil & gas permanently decoupled - Gas-to-oil spreads significant

Monthly oil-indexed price compared with NCG M+1
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Example “medium” LTC volume 100 TWh

Price Oil Indexed ~35 €/MWh

Price NCG ~25 €/MWh

Gas-to-Oil Spread 10 €/MWh

Producer Cost to Market ~10 €/MWh 

Producer: 

Netback profit  +  Windfall profit

1.5               +  1 billion €/a

Importer: Nail in the coffin

- 1 billion €/a
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Price Revision:

Changes of price formation

“Gas-to-Oil Spread” created massive losses 

Producer’s Windfall Profit = Importer’s Loss

https://www.swrag.de/uploads/pics/Erdgas-Flamme_01.jpg
https://www.swrag.de/uploads/pics/Erdgas-Flamme_01.jpg


Price Revision:

Changes of price formation

How do I determine (prove) that hub is price setter?

Regression analysis between prices achieved vs. hub prices

Prevailing is still safest ‘hard evidence’. Why? 



Price Revision:

How do I determine (prove) that hub is price setter?

Why regression analysis?

Correlations swing significantly depending on market circumstances

Source: ICIA Heren EGM 24.11
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 Indifference principle matching alternate fuels at end-user abandoned

 Net-back calculation from burner tip/margin sharing no longer possible

 Achievable price for importer: wholesale traded market price

Retail Wholesale Import

Competing Fuels:

> Renewables

> Point of First Sale: 

Wholesale Market

> Achievable Price: 

Wholesale Traded 

Market Price

> Traded Gas Prices

> No Substitute Fuel 

Competition

> No Net-Back from 

Retail

Todays Structural Disconnect: End user value can no longer be claimed 

Value chain broken – achievable price is hub

price at point of first sale
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Do I take: 

Risk or 

“easy” 

Cash?

Buyer Seller

> Cash Flow Commitment (Take-or-Pay)

> Aggregation Risk End Users

> Volume Disposal Risk Traded Markets

> Multiple Counterparty Credit Risk

> Indexation Risk

> Transaction Cost

> Force Majeure Supply Interruption

> Massive deployment of Working Capital

Value chain broken: Midstreamer obsolete?

 Producer can ‘go it alone’ – but at a cost: ‘make or buy’?

 Midstreamer disposal ‘service’ against cost reimbursement & service fee 

31
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-5°C

Weather Forecast next day

Here comes a cold 

snap, lets make 

some money!!!



June 2017 July 2017

TTF Month Ahead (July)~20 Trading Days in June

P =   P0 TTF0 + 1 *  (TTF – TTF0)

XX €/MWh YY €/MWh YY €/MWh

zero
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Hub indexation in long-term contracts –

Will it increase volatility? 

Example month-ahead (M+1) – determined over ~20 days

Note: this is NOT ‘spot-pricing’

This can also be done e.g. year-ahead over ~200 trading days



The Gas Value Chain Company GmbH

CPm = TTF M+1 [Heren TTF Monthly  Index]

where:

“CPm” shall mean the Contract Price for the Delivery Month“ 

“TTF M+1 [Heren TTF Monthly Index]” 

shall mean: 

“the Heren Monthly TTF Index as published in European Spot Gas Markets (ESGM) 

by ICIS Heren Energy in the section Heren Monthly Indices TTF expressed in Euro 

per MWh. The index is derived from actual transactions for flat gas flowing at a given 

rate for the month ahead. The index is the volume weighted average of the 

transaction prices for month ahead transactions and is established on the last trading 

day of the calendar month prior to delivery.”
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Hub indexation in long-term contracts –

Will it increase volatility? 

Example M+1 by direct reference to index
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Price disparities – example hedging techniques

You buy at M+1 ans sell at M+1? Do nothing!

You buy at M+1 but cannot be sure at what you sell?

Hedge by selling each trading day 1/20th of next month’s volume

Buy back from the market commensurate your sales price.
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A Eurasian ‘Henry Hub’ – how could it look?

Different stages of development, but strong price correlation

Promising developments in Ukraine, Turkey lagging behind

Source: Heather/Petrovich, OIES May 2017



PRICES AND DIFFERENTIALS 

FOR MAJOR HUBS AND 

SELECTED CITY GATES

US$/thou.ft3, 2012/2013 price levels

Main Production areas

Main demand areas

Henry Hub

Sumas, Wash.

$4.89

AECU C Hub.

n/a

Kingsgate, B.C.

$3.93

Opal, Wyo.

$4.03

Malin, Ore.

$4.82

PG&E Citygate

$3.46

Los Angeles City

Gate

$3.46

Mexicali

N/A

Topock, Ariz.

$4.73

San Juan Basin

$4.41

Waha Hub

$4.3

Punhandle Field 

Zone

$4.75

Katy Hub

$4.3

Henry Hub

$3.72

Ventura, Iowa

$4.95

Emerson, Manitoba

$4.51

Chicago City

Gate

$4.41

Columbia Pool

$4-65

Atlanta City

Gate

$4.35

Niagara Falls, 

Ontario

n/a

New York City

Gate

$5.02

Source: http://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/monthly/

A Eurasian ‘Henry Hub’ – how could it look?

Also the U.S. Henry Hub does not have uniform pricing

Location basis differentials will prevail (and are quite normal)
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THE CASE FOR GAS POST COP21

Natural gas is the „low hanging fruit“ for material and immediate reduction of 

greenhouse gases

by

Wolfgang Peters (www.gasvaluechain.com) 
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Thank you for your attention

mailto:wolfgang.peters@gasvaluechain.com
http://www.gasvaluechain.com/

